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Zoe Williams
The News of the World’s
hacking was on a scale
that suggests the very act
of surveillance corroded
their sense of normality



In the end very few,
if any, of their stories
have generated as much
disapprobation as their
own methods have done



Politics is bad
for our health
Jonathan Waxman
Cancer survival rates in
the NHS are excellent.
Without costly meddling
they could be even better

Comment is free
Lucy Reese: Cut childcare and work is unaffordable
guardian.co.uk/commentisfree

For Wapping as for the Stasi,
the spying list just spiralled

F

or about three hours,
upon discovering that I
was on the News of the
World’s surveillance list,
that was probably the best
thing that ever happened
to me. Simon Cowell, Ainsley Harriott, Alan Titchmarsh and me. My stock skyrocketed.
Members of my own family thought I
must have been having an affair with
Prince Philip.
Before I go on, I’m not belittling
the seriousness of hackgate, nor how
damaging it is to have one’s privacy
invaded if your phone calls are any
more exciting than calling your sister
to tell her what you’re intending to do
later with a sweet potato.
The MP Tom Watson summed up the
moral case against News International
on Twitter yesterday: “A company that
begins a statement with the words
‘Although surveillance is not illegal,’
has simply lost it. Not fit, not proper.”
But if we can park morality for a second
and just concentrate on the practicalities of surveillance: the inclusion of me
– not Maxine Carr, nor Peter Andre –
demonstrated its pitfalls. It’s a problem
of proportionality. You start tracking
one famous person and you have soon
trickled down to the B-list. Because
the behaviour is covert, you become
unmoored from the mainstream by
your own secrecy; before you know
it, you have lost sight of not just what
society finds acceptable but also what
society finds interesting.
Of course, then it bloody turned out
not to have been me, not unless I had
three conversations with a prominent
footballer in 2004 (while I had quite a
rackety year in 2004, I’m almost certain
it didn’t involve any footballers). They
must have meant one of the other Zoe
Williamses, maybe the Gladiator (aka
Amazon), or possibly the riding instructor based in Wiltshire (whose motto is
“Do it with the horse, do it for the horse,
don’t do it to the horse”; this, by wild
coincidence, is also my motto).
My point still stands. No offence to
Amazon, but there’s a distortion of
scale; whatever the story, the public’s
interest would be fleeting and nugatory,
set against the transgressions and effort
required to unearth it. As MP Chris
Bryant, savaged by tabloids in 2003 for
posing in his pants on Gaydar, points
out, “modern Britain is quite prurient,
we all like to know what everyone else is
up to, but we’re not judgmental. That’s
the irony”. Isn’t it just? The News of
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new piece of research
linking survival rates
from cancer with
investment levels in
treatment has shown
that the NHS provides
excellent value for
money. Indeed, between 1979 and 2006, of the 10 countries
assessed (which also included Germany,
the US, France and Japan), survival rates
in England and Wales were found to
have improved the most, making this
the most cost-efficient health service in
reducing cancer mortality.
So how come the health service has
done so well, when all we seem to hear
is bad news about cancer treatment?
Why, when our politicians proclaim that
the NHS is performing poorly, does the
objective evidence suggest the opposite?
In my 35 years’ working as a clinician
I have treated all manner of cancer
patients – many successfully and
some, unfortunately, not. I have also
been involved in media campaigns to
modernise and improve treatment –
some successful, others less so – and
have just completed a collection of
stories about cancer patients and their
doctors to help people better understand
the disease and its treatment.
There are two key reasons why the situation has improved: first, public health
measures such as the anti-tobacco campaigns and attempts to discover cancers
at an earlier, curable stage by screening
“normal” populations. A fall in smoking
rates from more than 40% of the population 25 years ago to about 20% now has
had the consequence of a fall in larynx,
lung and bladder cancer incidences. And
although the value of screening is endlessly debated, there is no doubt that cervical screening has reduced death rates
by 50%, while mortality in breast cancer

the World went to all this trouble to stir
up disapproval when in the end, very
few if any of their stories generated
as much disapprobation as their own
methods have done.
If, at NoW, those involved had only
been a little more honest with themselves, had more full and frank conversations, and kept minutes so that they
didn’t all immediately forget what had
been said as soon as they’d said it, they
could have seen this coming.
Exactly the same thing happened to
the Stasi. They didn’t set out to become
the biggest and most complex spying
apparatus of modern governance. They
didn’t want the German Democratic
Republic to be remembered not for the
free childcare or cheap restaurants but
solely as a paranoid state where children
spied on their parents and every wall
had ears. It just spiralled out of control,
a combination of mission creep and the
natural human urge to solve problems
– once you’re monitoring one person,
there is always more to discover.
Interior lives are tantalisingly complicated, and every fresh perspective feels
like a rung on the ladder towards the
truth. I would guess there’s a casino psychology to it as well, where every failure
and dead end, rather than acting as a
discouragement, spurs you on to redouble your involvement. Before you know
it you have more citizens who are under
surveillance than you have who aren’t.
When, after the fall of the Berlin wall,
Stasi records were uncovered, it turned

out that there were 174,000 informants
listed. An ex-official, pointing out how
many records had been destroyed and
how many were simply not kept, put
the real figure at more like two million,
which was more than 25% of the population aged between 18 and 60.
How else can you explain the baffling
scale of the News of the World hacking list, which now stands at nearly
5,800 people? The opening brief was
manifestly something very simple, like
“turn over celebrities, for weekend fun”;
how on earth did that extend to Daniel
Radcliffe’s parents, or the love lives of
anonymous lawyers?
Clearly, there’s an element to the
surveillance of small-fry that is just bullying; you track a lawyer to warn him or
her off, just as you bug an MP who had
the audacity to call you before a select
committee. That’s as unpleasant as
anything else about the hacking story,
this festering sensation that people,
across the spectrum of power, have
been cowed into submission by the very
tactics they could, if they’d all been a bit
more like Watson and Bryant, have put a
stop to. But not wishing to let the hackers off the hook, the whole business also
feels quite accidental: the very act of
surveillance, the paranoid mindset and
secrecy it necessitates, destroyed their
collective equilibrium. First they forgot
to care what was normal, then they forgot what normal people cared about.
mszoewilliams@yahoo.co.uk
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has fallen by about 30% in 15 years, with
about 3,000 lives saved annually.
The messages about diet, though,
are not getting through. We are getting
fatter, and fat is bad for health. Increased
obesity rates are particularly bad omens
for future cancer rates.
The other reason for our improved
cancer survival rates – and this is where
it gets more political – is better treatment. In the 1950s, there was a tatty brigade of effective cancer drugs; now we
possess a sparkling battalion, reinforced
by amazing new treatments coming on
stream all the time. In particular, molecular therapies that target the genetic
changes of the cancer cell can prolong
the lives of patients with very advanced
cancer. In bowel cancer, where 10 years
ago the survival of a patient with metastatic disease was typically nine months,
we can now extend life expectancy to
around two and a half years – and that
life extension is of good quality, too.
But what could we doctors have that
would make patients’ lives better? Simply, the ability to provide the modern
drugs needed to extend their lives. In
this we are limited by the regulatory
processes that prevent effective treatment being given. For many clinicians,
the most significant block to further
extending the lives of patients is the
machiavellian machinations of Nice, the
National Institute of Clinical Excellence.
These can lead to the proscription
of effective treatment on the basis of a
false calculation of their cost. Nice does
this with purple smoke and broken mirrors, conjuring tricks with pricing that
are not recognised by clinicians as being
anything near the real cost of treatment.
Politics controls prescriptions.
For instance, a new drug has been
developed for prostate cancer that is
available on the continent and in Amer-

ica, but which we cannot prescribe here.
The drug extends life. Why can’t we give
it? Cost, allegedly. But the cost is not that
great in the context of the significant life
extension this drug offers.
I was struck by the hypocrisy of one
of the directors of Nice recently who,
at a public meeting, was asked what he
would do if he or one of his family had
advanced kidney cancer and needed a
drug that banned by Nice. His answer
was that he would pay for it himself.
The reality is we spend very little
on cancer drugs – far, far less than, say,
laxatives. Our politicians tell us we can’t
afford new cancer treatments, yet spending just 9.5% of our GDP on health is way
down the list in the context of the industrialised world. That 9.5% includes private health spend, and compares with the
17% cost in the US and 14.5% in France.
The trouble is, politics interferes with
the treatment of our patients. And the
cost of politics to the NHS is enormous.
It is estimated that the annual cost of
running primary care trusts is about
£5bn – one big management cost. And
the changes to funding being introduced
in the guise of the “GP consortia” looks,
to most of us, like being an even bigger
disaster than the PCTs – a triumph of politics over intelligent consensus building.
Far be it for a doctor to suggest that
the money could be better used in funding drugs for critical illnesses. Sadly,
politicians have an interest in decrying
advances in cancer. Bad news for the
health is good news for ministers who,
whipping their horses called Dogma and
Delirium, proclaim a rationale for their
change-at-all-cost campaigns.
Jonathan Waxman is professor of oncology
at Imperial College, London, and author
of The Elephant in the Room: Stories
About Cancer Patients and their Doctors
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Israel should
let Vanunu go
Duncan Campbell
Amid sabre-rattling over
Iran’s nuclear threat, it’s
time this whistleblower
was properly freed

M

ordechai Vanunu, the Israeli
whistleblower
who served 18
years in prison
for revealing
details of Israel’s
nuclear weapons
programme, should find out any day
now whether he has been – as he hopes –
stripped of his citizenship. As part of his
bid to be allowed to leave Israel, he has
applied to have his citizenship revoked
as should, by law, happen to anyone
convicted of treason, as he has been.
He would then seek to be allowed finally
to leave the country.
Vanunu’s attempts to leave Israel
have been dragging on for more than
seven years. He was released from
prison in 2004 and told he must wait
another six months before he could
leave the country. Since then, a cruel
game of cat and mouse has been going
on, with Vanunu periodically arrested
for technical breaches of his conditions.
In desperation, he has made this bid to
become a non-citizen. The Israeli high
court has given the government until
Sunday to respond to his appeal.
Over the last few weeks, we have
watched as hundreds of Palestinians
and a smaller number of Egyptians
have been released from jail in Israel
and allowed to return home, as part of
deals with the Palestinian and Egyptian
authorities, in exchange for the Israeli
soldier Gilad Shalit. Many of them were
convicted of violent offences and their
release was opposed by some of the
Israeli relatives of their victims.
In contrast, Vanunu is a pacifist. He
took the decision to release details of
the nuclear programme because he was
opposed to nuclear war. He believes that
the Palestinian struggle should be one of
nonviolent resistance and civil disobedience. The last thing he would advocate
is violence against Israel, however angry
he is at the way he has been treated. So
why is he not being allowed to leave?
Only the most cynical Israeli politicians still claim Vanunu might have
information that would damage Israel’s
security. He was a junior technician
at the Dimona nuclear facility, and he
spilled all the beans he had to spill to
the Sunday Times in 1986. The refusal
to allow him to leave is about punishment, not security. How ironic that the
US should be sabre-rattling about Iran’s
nuclear weapons programme and seeking full disclosure of its plans at the very
time a nuclear whistleblower is seeking
his own personal freedom.
When Vanunu emerged, in chaotic
scenes, from Shikma jail in Ashkelon in
2004, his opponents made throat-slitting
gestures at him and chanted “Death!
Death!” They accused his small band of
Israeli supporters of being traitors. Since
that release, Vanunu’s life has been
in limbo. He has been offered homes
abroad but not allowed to take them up.
Eighteen years, 11 of them in solitary
confinement, is surely punishment
enough, even for the most vindictive of
his enemies. But Vanunu is a loose cannon, stubborn and uncompromising. He
has no government or authority negotiating for his release, even if his supporters have included Nobel peace prizewinner Mairead Corrigan Maguire and
Daniel Ellsberg, whose own courageous
whistleblowing was one of the factors in
bringing an end to the Vietnam war.
Britain has a twofold responsibility
to Vanunu: it was from Britain that he
was lured by a Mossad agent to Italy,
where he was drugged and kidnapped
and transported to Israel for his trial and
incarceration. And it was to a British
newspaper that he entrusted himself.
The moving sight of Shalit being
welcomed home, and of Palestinian
prisoners returning to their families
in Gaza and the West Bank, should be
mirrored now with a picture of Vanunu
walking down the steps of a plane and
on to the tarmac of a country where he
is not vilified and threatened.
Duncan Campbell is a former Guardian
crime correspondent

